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Hispanic Story Project 
The Hispanic Story Project gathers, translates and publishes the unique stories of Hispanic 

residents in northwest Iowa in order to:  

 honor and preserve the stories of immigrant Hispanic families;  

 foster understanding among established and immigrant individuals, families, and 

communities;  

 enhance education in area schools and communities.  

Area teachers and prospective teachers, fluent in Spanish, interview willing individuals and 

families for the stories important to their pasts, their immigrating experiences and their lives in 

northwest Iowa. Selected stories are transcribed, edited and published in bilingual format and in 

Spanish and English separately, and provided to participating families, area schools, libraries, 

public offices, etc. to nurture mutual understanding, education and respect across cultures. 

Each story published in this project has been authorized for use by the Hispanic Story Project 

and has been nurtured carefully by the author/interviewer and translator. All materials gathered 

as part of this project will be retained in the research archives of the Northwestern College 

library. 

The Hispanic Story Project is a co-funded partnership of Northwestern College and the Iowa 

Writing Project at the University of Northern Iowa. Copyright for publications is held by 

Northwestern College. 
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Author 
Cecilia Yvonne Salazar was born and raised in the San Joaquin Valley, located in Delano, 

California.  In 2001, she and her family relocated to Northwest Iowa; she is married with five 

children. Currently, she works as the LIEP (Language Instruction Education Program) 

Coordinator and Instructor for a local school near her home. She continues to be involved in 

building communication between the local Spanish speaking community and school through 

various works. In writing Lupe’s story, she was able to help others understand the importance of 

preserving one’s cultural heritage. 

Author’s Note 
Maria Guadalupe Cisneros Salazar immigrated to the United States in 1988. She was 

fourteen years old; although she never planned on staying, she spent many years laboring in the 

fields and packing houses of the San Joaquin Valley, California. She met and married Gustavo; 

together they have three children: Gustavo Jr., Gladys, and Cesar. Her husband’s job was the 

reason for their relocating to Northwest Iowa.  As a young girl, Lupe dreamt of having her own 

Quinceañera; however, because of her family’s financial hardships and her mother’s illness, she 

was unable to share, in what she thought, an important cultural ceremony.  Lupe’s story is a 

recollection of her niece’s Quinceañera, which she traveled to Mexico to be part of—the story is 

a reflection of two different places. 
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Sunrise creeps through the narrow windows.  Rays of partial light slice the bedroom curtains, 

illuminating a family portrait—only two faces are highlighted, the others are dark shadows. She 

picks up the crystal frame and silently muses over how much her daughter has grown. Soon, 

Lupe will have to celebrate her daughter’s coming of age; her leaving childhood and entering 

womanhood. In just a few years, Lupe will have to say goodbye to her beautiful little round-

faced Gordita, bright hazel eyes always so curious, to welcome Gladys—a young woman. 

La Quinceañera is a traditional ceremony that spans many generations; it is what many young 

Mexican girls and their families look forward to.  Publicly, it displays a girl’s rite of passage 

from girlhood to womanhood—it’s a celebration of her fifteenth birthday, which is similar to 

sweet sixteen celebrations many Americans either take part in or know of.        

Lupe realizes that she has only one hour before she must leave to the airport. Her hands labor 

over the last few articles of clothing.  Before closing the suitcase, Lupe places the wood-framed 

picture at the top and presses it down—zippers close their teeth and faces disappear into the blue 

stitched Samsonite luggage. Lupe and two of her three children, Gladys and Cesar, will board 

American Airlines flight 116 to Mexico City;  they will lay over eight hours and then board 

Americana Airlines landing in Michoacan, Mexico—Lupe’s hometown. It’s an exciting time for 

her because she’s taking part in this very celebration, only it is her Sobrina’s Quinceañera, her 

sister Rosa’s daughter.  

On the plane ride to Michoacan, turbulence vibrates the bodies of passengers. A whispery 

voice recites the Our Father Que estas en los cielos santificado sea tu nombre venga tu 

reino…como en el cielo…no nos dejes caer en tentacion y libranos del mal. Amen. Lupe hears a 

faint cry, like a coyote’s howl. In a tight embrace, she cradles her children; her voice cracks as 

she not only reassures them, but herself as well—todo esta bien, everything’s alright. Lupe starts 

to think about her home, about Michoacan and how as a little girl she worked hard to help her 

mother and father, how her mother suffered from illness and how her father drank to forget.  She 

feels a sense of nostalgia—a feeling that almost hurts to think about. I wonder how papa is 

doing. I wonder how everything has changed and how proud Rosa is to celebrate her daughter’s 

Quinceañera. As the plane lands, Lupe can almost smell the changes—thoughts of sweet pan 

dulce and warm tortillas, even the smell of spicy salsa make her mouth sour, she slowly 

swallows and can’t wait to exit the plane.   

With the stewardesses’ signaling the okay to leave, Lupe steps cautiously, but hurriedly down 

the steps, out of the plane. Little Cesar’s legs dangle as he secures his arms around his mother’s 

neck; her protruded right hip holds him up. As the line of passengers move toward the terminal, 

Lupe looks back at the blue nose plane—“Gracias dios mío,” she thanks God for their landing 

safe. She sees her brother Felipe and excitedly waves her arm. Felipe blindly looks around in 

search of his sister. It’s been years since they last saw each other. He looks older, but the same. 

A shiny-black ponytail bobs as he looks around; its curled tip bounces with delight.  Lupe smiles 

as she watches her brother’s head sway side to side, until it stops at her.  For a moment he stares 

as if to remember her; as if he were patching together past memories of her, trying to place 

pieces of a younger face with a mature life-burdened one—the way one does with pieces of a 
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puzzle that don’t quite fit together, until the frayed edges are tapered and tucked to match again. 

He recognizes her and pushes his way through the swarming crowd of people.  

“Lupe, hermana, aqui estoy!” Felipe yells in excitement and the puff atop his head reiterates 

the gesture. They embrace one another and kiss cheeks. He reflects on how big the kids have 

grown and Lupe nods in agreement. Lupe’s tear-filled eyes and tight throat drowns her in so 

much emotion that it’s hard for her to answer in words.  Tenderly, she places her hand on her 

brother’s cheek—both let out spontaneous giggles—ones that seem to have come from playful 

childhood memories.    

 As they walk, Lupe is reminded, almost immediately, of the societal differences, most 

noticeably in the way women dress in Mexico. Long hair is ornamented with fancy colored 

bows. They adorn the heads of women in a call of tasteful admiration on those who care to take 

notice. The women look taller, in some sense, more refined and sophisticated. They wear tight 

outfits—hefty backsides are accentuated.  Two large women are embracing; their clothes cling to 

their bodies like gloves. Echoes of happy laughter ring in Lupe’s ears long after she’s left the 

airport. I’d forgotten how the people here are so carefree. They have fun wherever they are and 

they like to look good, even if their clothes fit a bit tight—it’s okay.  Felipe leads Lupe to a small 

blue Toyota pickup truck.  He flings her luggage over the side of its bed.  She opens the door and 

they rush in, eager to see the rest of her family.  

A year ago, Lupe sent money to Mexico to have the Quinceañera dresses made for her sisters, 

her daughter, and herself. Five hundred dollars was thought to be a precio muy barato, very 

cheap, for such beautiful fine-detailed dresses.  Lupe is considered one of the many padrinas, 

god parents, who were asked to help contribute to this special ceremony. The process of 

preparing for the occasion includes finding people who would agree to pay for specific items 

needed: the pastel—five-tiered tres-leches cake baked with brandy and crushed piña; el salon de 

baile, the dance hall that could occupy up to five hundred people; la banda, the band, or a DJ; la 

monieca, a china doll given to the young girl by her father as a final gift. Everything is accounted 

for including the type of silverware, napkin colors, which are drawn from the dress colors. Chairs 

and tables—their decorations, long draped skirts to add to the formal occasion and perfectly 

placed souvenirs as a token of remembrance.  Many dance rehearsals, tuxedo fittings, flower 

orders.  A traditional Catholic Church service before the Quinceañera would be included—pews 

and the pulpit are decorated, the entire church sharing in the same color as the party. 

Champagne, liquor, and kegs of beer are consumed—toasting and celebrating this young girl’s 

journey to womanhood.  The food is ordered: fresh tortillas, sien libras, one hundred pounds; 

Spanish rice, frijoles refritos, refried beans; salsa verde and salsa fresca with chunks of 

avocados; barbacoa, barbecue meat. Workers/servers, usually family and friends donate their 

time for the preparations in exchange for the same gesture as they, too, plan an upcoming family 

celebration; others are paid for their service. All of these padrinos y padrinas are connected to 

the young girl and her family—they represent an extended family of encouragers—role models 

who are considered bonded for life.  

Maria, Aurora, Rosa, Chuya, Blanca, and Cecilia, including many nieces and nephews greet 
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Lupe as the truck pulls into the fenced yard; five sisters warmly embrace her with strong hugs 

and soft kisses. Gladys and Cesar squirm under the carinos of their relatives.  Her father, in his 

enjoyment, belts out part of a song from Vicente Fernandez “A Las Mujeres,” to greet his 

daughter. Lupe blushes under the exaggeration of a wonderful welcome.  All walk up the 

handmade stone path to the front door. In an instant Lupe feels at ease in her surroundings. As 

the day goes by, many visitors stop in. Mostly neighbors, childhood friends, and family—people 

who have lived in the same area ever since she can remember. She follows her sister to the 

bedroom, two dresses are spread out on the bed—one for Rosa’s daughter and one for Gladys.  

They are the same color, peach, and they are identical in every detail except for their size.  Soft 

satin lace trims the shoulders and ends in a v-shape at the middle of the waist. Ruffles of smooth 

full waves make up the rest, as more lace floats from the bottom like a puffed cloud.  

The next day, Lupe is awakened by the sound of her sisters’ voices in the kitchen. She joins 

them for some cafe con leche y galletas de coco.  Lupe fondly stares at the women around the 

wooden table remembering, as if it were only yesterday, how they used to sit at this very same 

table eating these very same cookies nothing has changed. We are the same girls; only now we 

are dressed up as women—wearing máscaras. She can hear the chuckling of young laughter 

coming from their voices. Rosa looks tired, but happy. She looks as a mother should on such a 

special day. Her hand shakes. She is nerviosa. I wonder if I’ll be nerviosa too… My sister is 

happy and I am happy for her Lupe considers as she sips the hot liquid. Workers arrive and soon 

the house is filled with noise, a sound of happy commotion. Gladys and Cesar play with their 

cousins; they squat while surrounding a large pet turtle. Yelps and squeals make Lupe stop and 

watch, but only for a moment. Hands over her mouth, she tries to contain her own laughter. She 

continues gathering bath water, pumping it from the outside well, beginning the start of a long 

day.   

  An aura of excitement fills the air and Lupe is sucked in by its contagious quality. Gladys is 

almost done. Lupe finishes the neatly-styled black bun by pinning pieces of loose hair—working 

methodically, she runs her hands up the sides of Gladys’s hair making it slick and shiny. Gladys 

twirls around; her dress floats up like a hot air balloon and the air settles it into wavy rows of 

peach lace. Her face looks angelic mi ángelita! Lupe shouts. Gladys smiles as she leans her head 

to one side—her eyes in an upward, tight hold. Manikin like. Perfect.  

Lupe finishes dressing Cesar and herself. The family rides, six miles, to the beautiful St. 

Martin's cathedral.  The people in the wedding procession exit their cars. Lupe stares through the 

window at this lovely site—ruffled peach dresses and black and white tuxedos crowd the front 

entrance of stone pillars and stain-glass windows. Rows of cracked cement stairs welcome the 

visitors as they have for generations.  While helping her children out of the car, Lupe raises her 

hand to shield the sunlight. Through squinted eyes, she sees the large grey cross that tops the 

church and bells ring in unison. Mass is about to start. Lupe and the Quinceañera party enter—

slowly, one after another, they make their way through the large wooden doors into the church; 

they are looked upon, with emotional smiles, by the people in the crowded pews. The church 

service is a traditional Catholic mass; the only exception is the announcement at the beginning 
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and end, and the blessing given by the priest to the young girl and her family. The priest, el 

padre, puts forth his blessing; he raises one hand to make the sign of the cross, Lupe along with 

other voices echo the words: En el nombre del  padre y del hijo  y del espirito santo—Amen.  The 

commencement of the celebration has begun.   

From the church service, people make their way to the salon de baile, the dance hall. Food 

will be served first, followed by dessert, and then the clearing of tables to prepare for the dances.  

Lupe stands aside and watches as the people are being seated and the food is being served.  

Her eyes are fixed on Gladys and Cesar who are seated at a long white- ruffled table wrapped in 

peach bows. Lupe’s sister Chuya takes hold of her arm—ven a comed, come and eat—she walks 

Lupe to the table next to her kids.  

“Yo quierro ayuda, but I want to help,” Lupe says adamantly. 

 “Don’t be silly, you are our guest.  Besides you’ve done enough already, mi hermanita—my 

little sister. Chuya warmly kisses Lupe’s cheeks and quickly rushes toward the kitchen, to the 

sounds of breaking dishes.  Lupe cannot keep still; she feels she must do something, so she helps 

Gladys cover her dress in napkins—she thanks her mother—“gracias mama.”  

“Te nada mi angelita, your welcome my angel,” Lupe’s smile is wide with pleasure. She turns 

to Cesar and softly scolds him on his manners; his rice-filled mouth and big cheeks reminds 

Lupe of a squirrel. As she wipes his mouth and he squirms she says “pareces una ardilla, mi 

amor,” you look like a squirrel my love.     

 The plates are cleared from the tables and the women make their way to the baño to pat 

their faces with extra powder and re-apply red lipstick before the dance. The lights are dimmed 

and accented with color; the announcer introduces the dance. The women and men who are in 

the Quinceañera party line up—each partner locking elbows. Together they bend their knees and 

bow before they start to move. The women look as if they’re floating in midair.  They look the 

same even if they’re not the same size; smooth black buns fashion their heads, making their 

bodies look slim and long like ballerinas. They twirl without much effort. The men stand tall and 

straight. Only one arm directing their partner. They are powerful looking, muy elegante, very 

elegant. The audience showers the dancers with applause as they end in a triple twirl dip.  

 It is now time for Rosa’s daughter to dance with her partner.  It is a slow dance, slow 

enough so that everyone can admire the beautiful dress. Lupe pushes past a few standing people 

to take her glance.  The young girl accepts her place and enjoys the attention. Her head leans to 

one side while her dress spins and sparkles; her partner seems to disappear in the fantasy of it all 

and so does Lupe.  She envisions Gladys, older, right before her eyes.  She’s smiling at Lupe, but 

her eyes show a bit of sorrow for her mother, for her mother’s inability to have celebrated her 

own Quinceañera. Don’t feel sorry for me beautiful angel.  I am happy that you are here. I am 

happy. The girl’s father enters the dance floor carrying a gift—it’s a monieca, a doll.  The 

father’s hands are trembling as he hands it to his daughter. Silence settles the room as the 

onlookers wait in emotional restraint. A few outbursts are heard and the father breaks down—

loving tears stream down his cheeks as he grabs hold of the girl’s small frame.  People rush to 

congratulate the family and the DJ plays cumbias, fast dance music. Lupe’s father yells 
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eeeeeehhhhhyyyyyaaaaahhhhhooooo, exciting the people to dance. He holds out his hand vamos 

a baile he tells Lupe. She chuckles her answer and follows him to the dance floor. Gladys and 

Cesar wiggle their bodies to the hard pounding music.   

   The next morning Lupe awakes.  Gladys and Cesar, arms splayed, beside her. She 

remembers the long night, the special night, and replays it back in her memory.  It was beautiful. 

Everything was perfect and wonderful. She focuses on the moment when the father gave his 

daughter the doll.  It becomes etched into her memory with every revisit. She places different 

faces on the people; her husband’s face on the father and her daughter’s face on the young girl 

and feels happy. She looks at her watch; it is 5:00 am. Her flight leaves at 10:00 am. She will 

have time for galletas de coco and café before she leaves.  Lupe hears voices in the kitchen and 

makes her way down the hall. Her sisters are waiting.  They sit and remember the night again.  

They laugh and cry at the same time. It is both a happy time and a sad time because Lupe is 

leaving. They know it will be a few years before she can visit again.  Lupe wants to savor this 

moment along with other memories from her visit.  She sits back looking at her family as she 

holds the warm mug and reflects upon her stay everything is just as it should be—unchanged.  

Papa is the same, this place is the same.  

Felipe arrives to take them to the airport. He struts in with high spirits; his head and ponytail 

bounce to unheard music while his fingers click a fast rhythm. Laughter tears through the room 

todo es perfecto!    

Lupe will have to send pictures to her family in Mexico, since they won’t be able come and 

celebrate her daughter’s Quinceañera. She longs for this special day and hopes that Gladys will 

continue to show excitement in the upcoming years. She also prays that her daughter’s outlook 

on a relatively Hispanic cultural celebration won’t be skewed by American values. Although 

Lupe accepts and has been accepted by her American environment, she feels adamant about 

losing precious pieces of Mexico.  She is currently planning Gladys’ Quinceañera.   

         

                                

                                                   

         


